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James Tague are similar examples of witnesses confused by the 
acoustics in Dealey.' 

Those who study the plaza are not surprised by its unusual 
echo characteristics." A number of witnesses reported "reverber-
ation" or sounds that "bounced off the buildings."72  Others said 
that sounds were "reflected by the underpass and therefore came 
back," or that the concrete underpass caused a "concussion" of 
noises.72  The worst confluence of echoes affected those witnesses 
close to the grassy knoll. Abraham Zapruder, the Dallas dress-
maker who took the home movie of the assassination, stood atop a 
concrete divider wall on top of the knoll. "There was too much 
reverberation," he said. 'There was an echo which gave me a 
sound all over."" Lee Bowers was in the second story of a railroad 
signal tower, 130 feet behind the grassy knoll. He could not tell 
whether the shots came from the Triple Underpass or the Book 
Depository. He had worked in that area for more than ten years 
and knew that echo patterns made it impossible to pinpoint the 
direction of sounds.75  Roy Truly, Oswald's supervisor, was stand-
ing across the street from the Depository, but said the echo con-
fused him so he believed the gunfire originated from the grassy 

Yet if the overwhelming ear-witness testimony is that only 
three shots were fired, why did the House Select Committee con-
clude in 1979 there was a 95 percent certainty that a fourth shot 
was fired from the grassy knoll, and therefore there was a con-
spiracy involving a second gunman? 

The committee agreed there were three shots from the rear (the 
Depository), and that two of those struck President Kennedy and 
Governor Connally.• • It based its conclusion that there was a 

'Despite his errors, Thompson is at least one of the more reasonable crit-ics in his interpretation of the numbers. The author was present at a March 3, 1992, discussion in Texas when researcher Joe West said 76 percent of 290 witnesses at Dealey had selected the grassy knoll as the location for the shots. No one present, in a room of fifty other researchers, challenged his "fact." Jim Marrs, in Crossfire, writes, "One fact seems inescapable—most of the witnesses in the crowd believed shots came from the Grassy Knoll" (Marrs, p. 39). 
"According to the committee, its unidentified grassy knoll assassin, who 
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THE ASSASSIN WHO NEVER WAS 

walked away from his control panel at a particularly busy time to stare 

at the back of a picket fence.* Indeed, Bowers testified that he "threw 

red-on-red"--a signal that effectively blocked all trains—just after the 

fatal shot. He had to be sitting at his control panel to take this action.75  

As far as I'm able to determine, no other critic or researcher was 

interested enough in the signal tower until Sixth Floor project consult-

ant Carl Henry went into the building with a video recorder in the 

summer of 1988. Henry (who, unlike me, believes that there's "some-

thing being hidden"26 about the assassination) told me simply, "There's 

no way Bowers could have seen what he said he saw." 2' 

Counsel Ball then asked Bowers if he had familiarity with sounds 

coming from both locations. Bowers replied that he "had worked this 

same tower for ten or twelve years and was there during the time they 

were renovating the School Depository Building and had noticed at that 

time the similarity of sounds occurring in either of these two locations. 

There is a similarity of sound because there is a reverberation which 

takes place from either location." 28  
Predictably, Mark Lane, Sylvia Meagher, Josiah Thompson, and 

virtually every other published critic has ignored this portion of Bow-

ers' testimony. Yet it is more valuable than the recounting of the 

"commotion" he witnessed behind the fence. 

In the next chapter, we'll see that the weight of hard, physical 

evidence indicates that three shots were fired from the Texas School 

Book Depository building. But what about witnesses who heard shots 

from the grassy knoll? 
Again, the Plaza is a vast echo chamber. I made the same statement 

at the beginning of this chapter without giving it much weight. Various 

individuals in various locations heard various sounds. Some thought 

the shots were backfires. Others thought they came from high above. 

Still others looked toward the knoll, In Six Seconds in Dallas, Josiah 

Thompson arranged an overall profile of witness testimony. Of sixty-

four witnesses who gave an opinion as to where the shots originated, 

thirty-three pointed to the grassy I, knoll. Another twenty-five pin- 

Bowers, incidentally, was asked by Counsel Ball about the source of the three shots he heard. Bowers replied 

that the sounds "came either from up against the School Depository Building or near the mouth of the triple 

underpass." Bowers could not say winch was the actual source. 
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other, more central floor areas out into the fringes of the sixth floor 

storage space. Thus, many of the boxes the assassin stacked for his 

shield might well have been in place or nearly placed, and thus required 

little or no effort on the part of the gunman. I believe that the assassin 

built the shield sometime during the early morning hours on the day of 

the assassination. Likely, the shield served as a place of concealnent  for 

his rifle until the gunman occupied it during the noon hour. 

The boxes themselves, weighing little more than fifty pounds each, 

would have been easily moved by someone of average strength.1.1 L./3  

The shield itself had three basic components: First, a stack of 

cartons running parallel to the east window of the southeast corner, 

presumably, to guard against spectators in the Dal-Tex building across 

. 	the street looking into the corner and seeing the assassin; second, a 

multi-stack arrangement that effectively screened the area from others 

working on the sixth floor, and third, the shield itself which served as 

a backdrop for the assassin and faced the southern wall of the building. 

These, then, were the boxes photographed by press photographersand 

spectators just before and immediately after the shots were fired, As is 

evident from our reconstruction, the assassin had carefully arranged 

the cartons to cover all angles by which he might be detected. 

I believe that, after firing the shots, the gunman walked out of the 

shield by turning to his right and continuing along the eastern wall of 

the Depository fora few yards, then turning left and heading diagonally 

across the floor. I am about the same height and weight as Lee Harvey 

Oswald, and I had no difficulty in ex' in the sniper's nest in this 
manner.  1.,/-04,1 . 001047 t 	q.".1 Act i'P 

Ms. Meagher, however, claims that entering and exiting the shield 

of cartons would have required additional time and would have meant 

that the assassin would have disturbed the arrangement of cartons on 

his way out of the area. '° 
Ms. Meagher's assertion is incorrect. Rick and 1 placed those 

cartons within a half-inch of their original position. Marks on the old 

wooden floor, covered by plywood a few days after the assassination, 

were again visible when we removed the plywood to prepare the 

exhibit. 	 ,11,444.4, 	 4vm, * 



AT THE DEPOSITORY—THE PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

Those same marks appeared in several of the photos we used as 

aids in re-creating the scene. Since there was no way for those marks to 

move during the twenty-five years they were covered over, they served 
C4 44  

as extremely accurate guides for placement of the boxes.* rit 
, 

The wrapping-paper bag found near the window must have been AA 

fashioned by the assassin the afternoon prior to the assassination and 

used to carry the murder weapon into the Depository on the morning—IL' /1`fit 

of the crime. There are, however, problems with any hypothesis regard- \LA. to 

ing the paper bag. First, it was not photographed in place as it was \ 

discovered. Second, although the outside of the bag contained Oswald's 

palm print, there were no oil stains on the bag and precious little in the 	1"7"-"4-  
- f 

way of fibers or traces to connect the rifle with the bag. Third, both of the 	" 

witnesses who saw Oswald with a long and bulky package on the 

morning of the assassination recall the package as being about twenty-

seven inches long. The disassembled rifle would have been at least 

thirty-five inches long, the length of the wooden stock." 

Critic Robert Groden has suggested another explanation for the 

brown paper bag: "It would seem; therefore, that the cops found a bag 

in the junk-pile on the sixth floor and turned it over as evidence to the 

FBI since there was no other way of explaining how Oswald had 

brought in the gun .. . 

What Mr. Groden neglected to do was to check to see if there was 

a junk-pile on the sixth floor. In a brief conversation with Depository. 

Superintendent Roy Truly during the summer of 1974, I asked him if 

there was any sort of collection of garbage, waste, or castoffs on floor six. 

His two-word reply: "Absolutely not."f 3  In a word, Mr. Truly ran a 

clean ship. 
The only explanation for the paper bag (unless you accept a 

carefully spun web to entrap young Oswald) is that it was used to carry 

the Mannlicher-Carcano into the Depository. I believe that Oswald . 	e. 

manufactured the hag (the paper was proven to have come from the 14  

Depository shipping department) at the Depository prior to leaving for 

the Paine residence in Irving on the afternoon before the assassination. 

And I believe, as the Warren Commission did, that Wes Frazier and his 

e 
• Markings on thefloor are even more evident in the corner stairway area, where I WO able to place the position 

of the rifle with great precision. 
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